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New Horizons of Parallel and Distributed Computing (Kluwer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2005
Parallel and distributed computing is one of the foremost technologies for shaping
future research and development activities in academia and industry. Hyperthreading in Intel processors, hypertransport links in next generation AMD processors, multicore silicon in today’s high-end microprocessors, and emerging cluster and grid...
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Domain Driven Data MiningSpringer, 2010
In the present thriving global economy a need has evolved for complex data analysis to enhance an organization’s production systems, decision-making tactics, and performance. In turn, data mining has emerged as one of the most active areas in information technologies. Domain Driven Data Mining offers state-of the-art research and...
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UMTS Network Planning, Optimization, and Inter-Operation with GSMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The continuing explosive growth in mobile communication is demanding more spectrally
	efficient radio access technologies than the prevalent second generation (2G) systems such as
	GSM to handle just the voice traffic. We are already witnessing high levels of mobile
	penetration exceeding 70% in some countries. It is anticipated that by...
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Wireless Communications Security (Artech House Universal Personal Communications)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Addressing the fast-growing need to integrate effective security features into wireless communication systems, this cutting-edge book offers a broad overview of wireless security, so engineers can choose the methods and techniques that are most appropriate for their projects. Professionals gain a solid understanding of critical cryptography...
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Magnetic Fields: A Comprehensive Theoretical Treatise for Practical UseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	A unique resource for physicists and engineers working with magnetic fields


	An understanding of magnetic phenomena is essential for anyone working on the practical application of electromagnetic theory. Magnetic Fields: A Comprehensive Theoretical Treatise for Practical Use provides physicists and engineers with a thorough...
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Moving Media Storage Technologies: Applications & Workflows for Video and Media Server PlatformsFocal Press, 2011

	Storage technologies have fundamentally changed the landscape
	of digital media in a profound way. Gone are the days of using
	a single hard disk drive on a workstation as the sole means to
	store digital content. Nearly vanished is the practice of capturing
	video and audio only on videotape. The practice of transferring
	videotape...
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Blender 2.5 HOTSHOTPackt Publishing, 2011

	With Blender 2.5 Hotshot you will take a tour around Blender 3D tools and discover the tight
	integration between them by working on projects covering many aspects of computer image
	generation, modeling, lighting, compositing, animation, and the game engine.


	Using a projects based approach you will learn fun and challenging...
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Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and DesignSpringer, 2007

	Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition covers the analysis and design of nonlinear analog integrated circuits that form the basis of present-day communication systems. Both bipolar and MOS transistor circuits are analyzed and several numerical examples are used to illustrate the...
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Ajax Hacks : Tips & Tools for Creating Responsive Web SitesO'Reilly, 2006
Ajax, the popular term for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is one of the most important combinations of technologies for web developers to know these days. With its rich grouping of technologies, Ajax developers can create interactive web applications with XML-based web services, using JavaScript in the browser to process the...
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The Definitive Guide to GrailsApress, 2006
Reviewed and endorsed by Guillaume Laforge and Dierk Koenig of Groovy, The Definitive Guide to Grails, by Grails lead Graeme Rocher, is for anyone looking for a more agile approach to web development with a dynamic scripting language such as Groovy. It will show you the new direction web frameworks are taking and specifically how a dynamic...
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Next Generation Information Technologies and Systems: 7th International Conference, NGITS 2009 Haifa, Israel, June 16-18, 2009 Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2009
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Next Generation Information Technologies and Systems, NGITS 2009, held in Haifa, Israel, in June 2009.

The 14 revised full papers presented together with two keynote lectures and one invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected...
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Java EE 7 Development with WildFlyPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of the WildFly application server from JBoss to develop modern Java EE 7 applications


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to manage your WildFly production environment
	
		A step-by-step tutorial guide to...
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